
BOOTCAMP CALL #6: 
Ongoing Top-of-Mind 
Content Strategy, 
Inbox Management 
and Staying on 
Schedule



    Host                    Co-host & ChatMaster

Jasper (teh sensei) Blake Tom (teh shark) Leto



WEEKLY AGENDA



1.
Daily Posting of 
Content

What’s 
important to 

note here?



“Why we want to post and the 
value if gives us

- Positioning through content
- Industry expert and thought leader
- Exposure of your name can lead to 

followers & organic network growth - can be 
2nd and 3rd degree connections



“Where to post/share content

- LI home page
- Group post
- Posting into groups



2.
Gathering 
Content as 
Needed

Making sure we 
enough content to 
share each month.



“RSS Feeds and google searches…

1. Feedly & other RSS feeds
2. Search for Industry Publications



3.
Inbox 
Management

Make sure you are 
responding to 

incoming messages



ITEMS TO NOTE

▸ How the Inbox functions

▸ Making sure you see ALL incoming 
messages

▸ Responding to messages



How the Inbox Functions

▸ Seeing ALL incoming messages



Responding to Messages

- Response says “thanks” or “great article” or “thanks for 
sharing”



Responding to Messages

“Great article. I can't say I disagree with any of the trends. We were just talking the 
other day about brick and mortar locations and that there are some consumer 
products that will never be solely online like jewelry and furniture. Those products 
just require the look, feel, and overall personal interaction when purchasing. Could 
you imagine the fallout a guy would get if he bought an engagement ring without 
looking and touching the exact right one? Probably never make it to the altar. And 
how many women do you know that would design their new living room layout 
without going to the store and matching colors, size, shapes, etc. to the room. The 
only thing I think the article is missing is the focus on information for e-commerce 
related items. An increasing focus from consumers is status of the items shipped. 
Tracking packages, arranging specific delivery times, etc. That is increasingly 
becoming more important for the e-commerce consumer and the more exact and 
detailed the information a vendor can provide, the more a customer expects from 
all e-commerce vendors and may even pay a little more for better information. That 
would be the only point I think the article missed.” 



The Response...

“...I also agree that it didn't touch enough on customer 
experience with deliveries, a major pain point for companies 
because the last mile is not FREE. I would love to jump on a 
quick call to chat further. If you're open to that, let me know. 
Cheers.”



Responding to Messages

“Good article! Amazing how many companies today are still not 
taking advantage of mobile devices, with their sites not 
optimized or this. Thanks for sharing.”



The Response...

“...I love talking with people about their current and future 
perspective of creating a successful business and changes 
continually occurring within logistics. Let me know if you would 
like to set up a time for a quick chat in the next couple of weeks. 
Cheers.”



4.
Prospects for MC-3

Getting a new 
group into your 

messaging 
machine



“



ITEMS TO NOTE

▸ Search the Prospect if Unsure

▸ Mark Prospects in Campaign

▸ Schedule campaigns (on sheet + 
calendar)



THANKS!

Any questions?



WHAT’S 
NEXT?
We’ll see 
you in 
the 
group!


